Feedback of Hobby Classes (SW)
1) Hello Madam,
Good day!
Regarding hobby classes, kindly note my Son Aryan Antil really enjoyed the Hobby Classes as he learnt
different ideas for making Projects in most simplest way.
Hobby Classes are very much innovative.
Appreciate the efforts taken by Swarnprastha Public School.
Kind Regards,

Parents of Aryan Antil, VIII-A
2) Dear Swarnprastha Team
We , parents of Riddhima Sharma , Class Vlll B , would like to thank you for the hobby classes that helped
our children to learn something new apart from studies . We were already overwhelmed for the priceless
efforts done by the Swarnprastha team by taking the online classes but these hobby classes added a
cherry on the top. Teachers ( including Manna Sir’s recipe videos ) are an epitome of promoting inclusivity
in education .
We are grateful to have such helping teachers that leave no stone unturned in helping the students .
We are sincerely thankful to the Principal and School management too for giving a Systematic,supportive,
innovative platform for the teaching facility to excel in this field.
This will be unforgettable learning journey .
Stay safe !

MrVirender Sharma ( Father ) and MrsSapna Sharma ( Mother )
Parents of Riddhima Sharma VIII B
3) Ma’am I created this model of hydraulic lift. I enjoyed the activity .. My parents were too happy to see a
working model made by me, thank you for such innovative ideas.

Yashika VII D
4) Hello Mam,
This is in regards with the feedback about Hobby classes for my kid vanshika. The hobby classes were very
good and she has taken part with full enthusiasm and spirit. She is also planning to make a project called
Ropeway, let's hope if the material is also available in the market due to covid 19. However about hobby
classes it was an great experience for her. I must say Teachers and Principal Mam were taking good
initiative and putting lots of efforts in educating the children's even during lockdown by taking online
classes. Good Job done , keep it up.
Regards

KuldeepKataria
Parent of Vanshika Kataria of class VIII A
5) Sir these 5 days of hobby classes by you really made my dream possible of Tavish learning our national
anthem properly.The video cup song was wonderful.
It gives a platform to children to learn while experimenting with house hold things to create music.
Afterall we learnt music from nature only….Birds chirp, water flow..

Parents of Tavish
6) Sir these classes are too beneficial becoz children are taking interest in instruments and are
trying to learn the music thanks for these classes and online they are playing with their
instruments.
Khushbu Bansal VI
7) Hello ma’am , I am sharing a video of My foot Operated Hand Sanitizer. Thanks for sharing this
innovative idea. I really enjoyed this activity. My father too helped me out.
Jujhaar VII B

